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We speak of the body in relation to art-making in both literal and figurative terms.
Skin as material surface, for example, can be variously identified as a container, a
membrane, and a support. Its associations are largely pictorial: one can apply designs to it
(the tattoo); and, in technical discourse, skin sometimes serves as an analogue for any kind
of layer or shell—pigment on panel or canvas, as well as polychrome applied to an object
in the round. Flesh is less susceptible to a one-to-one analogy, although thick pigment can
be characterized as flesh-like. The body itself—above all the autonomous body part—
generally belongs instead to the realm of the sculptural. Our sense of the object-nature of
sculpture can, of course, be deeply charged by associations of this kind. The act of bodily
partition is a powerful cognate for the violation of an object—the severing of parts or the
rending of a solid mass. In this regard, however, a sculptural medium that is malleable and
thick, such as wax, can, like paint, also recall us to the substance of flesh.
The use and abuse of the body in art after 1950 radicalized the postwar history of
esthetic form. In so-called process art (in the work of Richard Serra and Robert Morris,
for example), the agency of the body—the subject as a primarily physical agent of making
(a “stript abstract,” to cite Herman Melville’s designation for the ship’s carpenter in MobyDick)—establishes the conceit of the body’s unthinking material activation of a resistant
medium, and of chance. Sculptural cognates for the body—in the work of Claes
Oldenburg, for example, and Eva Hesse—are legion. In performance as a task-related,
non-narrative practice (Simone Forti andYvonne Rainer) the body as medium serves,
among many other things, an esthetic engagement with the modality of “actual” time.
And it is the very factor of actuality that may best account for the body’s physical and
psychic function in this historical context—the body as both medium and tool. That is,
at stake with respect to art-making is the tangible immediacy of the body as not just a
represented thing, but as the work’s chief means.
The literal application of the body results in an intensification of making that
might be characterized as a question of pressure. It is physical pressure that allows one to
make the indexical mark (in drawing) or the mold (in sculpture), each of which is also
referred to as a form of “impression.” It is, in other words, pressure (however slight) that

permits the body to leave a trace.With respect to the classification of signs, this, of course,
is the province of the “index.” To be sure, pressure is a factor in drawing or sculpture of
any kind. But, in drawing, the corporeal mark, when it is instantly identifiable as such,
simultaneously reads both as image and as contact—it makes touch legible. The same can
be said for sculpture: when carving or modeling, tools come between the hand and the
object, attenuating our sensation of the forces that produced it. Molds and casts are,
instead, directly derived from the body. Pressure is not just necessary to the working of a
medium, it is evinced by our recognition—in a work that replicates the body or records
its passing trace—of the body’s immediate role in the material fabrication of the object.1
Casts and imprints belong to a battery of representational means that Jasper Johns
began deploying in 1955, in works—paintings, drawings, sculptures, and prints—that can
be said less to depict than to show. In turning to the cast, he was just preceded by Marcel
Duchamp, who produced a handful of small object-sculptures and related works derived
from the body, “erotic souvenirs” of the flesh. In Johns’s work, the body infiltrates a
sequence of flat, readymade image-signs—the target, the flag, the map, the number.
In their company, and always occurring as fragments or parts, the body is de-animated:
actual, due to the activation of direct contact, but suspended or stilled.Yet the part never
appears to serve as a metonymy, a stand-in for the whole. In assimilating the body to the
abstract formal terms of the work, the body part is converted into an uncanny sign.2
This is also true of the actions of the body. Painting Bitten by a Man (1961) is an encaustic
surface out of which Johns has taken a proper bite. The encaustic is thick, so the work
represents both imprint and cast; it registers, through subtraction, an act of aggression
(whether playful or violent, we cannot know).
The deadpan infiltration of the body in art after abstract expressionism (which,
by the mid-fifties, was waning at best) means to be openly anti-rhetorical. Johns first
employed the cast body in two works of 1955: Target with Plaster Casts and Target with
Four Faces. The Johns model represents a straight-up inventory of methods. The body part
serves as a kind of “device” ( Johns’s term for any mechanical instrument that is used to
cut through the surface of a painting, which is thereby addressed as actual rather than
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pictorial space); as such, it can also be likened to a stencil, another one of Johns’s tools
(a readymade), but one that emblazons language—the object as word. The flat imprint
occurs in a variety of ways: impressions of various parts of the body, including a whole
torso, and, in one group of drawings, the artist’s face. There is an historical precedent for
the latter: that of the vera icona, the “true image” of Christ. But Johns’s imprints purport
to hold no transcendent value. A “skin drawing” by Johns haunts us because it is merely a
tangible apparition, a true yet ordinary image produced by the contact of the surfaces of
skin and sheet, where it remains trapped. Indeed, Johns’s imprints are representations not
of the face alone, but of the artist’s entire head, which he has rotated across the
horizontal sheet such that his head’s own surface—through the agency of the imprint—
is laid flat. Process alone (rather than technical facility or compositional prowess)
produces the work: before it is anything else, the image is the material residue of an
operation, a factual thing. If it is anything else, significance is first derived from the
conditions of material production.
Bruce Nauman’s exaggerations always traffic in the absurd. This is true of his early
application of both language and the body. (And, in fact, in the title of one work in neon
of 1967, he uses the idea of “exaggeration” in order to describe his distortions of the

written word: My Last Name Exaggerated Fourteen Times Vertically.) Exaggeration in
Nauman’s work—molds and casts in fiberglass, wax, plaster, and numerous other
materials—takes the form of repetition or extension. With respect to the body this can
sometimes be said to produce an image that is contorted or grotesque. In other cases a
different sort of estrangement emerges: the subjection or reduction of the body to a priori
restrictions of systemic form. There is a long, decidedly sinister history of the quantified
body,3 but its origins trace back to the antique canon of “ideal” proportions—on the
topic of which another work by Nauman takes the form of an irreverent gloss: Neon
Templates of the Left Half of My Body Taken at Ten Inch Intervals (1966). In Neon Templates
“foreignness” is heightened by the medium, commonly used for commercial signage, but
here eccentrically applied. “I used myself as an object,” Nauman said of his activity during
this period; “I think the attempt is to go from the specific to the general.”4 In this regard,
Nauman might be said to have put himself into service as a kind of “device.” The objects
he produced in this way are derived directly from his own body (and in this the template
is joined by other prototypes, such as the so-called storage capsule), but they are so remote
as to appear unrecognizable as such—doubly so when, in turn, one such work is used as
the direct prototype for another, a tactic that Nauman imposed on Neon Templates several
times. Other works display traces of an action—an imprint, for example, or a series of
punched holes; here again, process is conspicuously devoid of conventional craft or
technique. With works of this kind, which fall between abstraction and representation,
the body of the artist manifests itself as a physically articulated absence.
Nauman’s descriptive titles need no accompanying work in order to conjure
unanticipated, even unprecedented, motivations for sculptural form. Instead, language and
object represent systems that are, in their relation to one another, less reciprocal than
juxtaposed. Drawing can serve a mediating function: delineation and schematic or
mechanical notation share with written language a recourse to line. But for Johns and
Nauman techniques coexist; just as Johns, in a single work, can both imprint and depict
(as he has done in Wilderness II [1963-70], which includes a drawing of a paintbrush
suspended from a wire) as well as inscribe, so too can Nauman make precise drawings

(depictions) of indexical objects—objects, such as the Neon Templates, that constitute an
absurd system of measure and trace. He is also apt, as in Six Inches of My Knee Extended to
Six Feet, to reverse that procedure by deriving the fiberglass object from the drawing,
instead: the sculpture is not a direct cast, yet, as an imagined one, its form is impossible to
conceive without the cast as a technical model for its fabrication. (There are, in fact, two
drawings that precede this object, both narrow vertical works of “actual size” taped
together from multiple sheets. The second one measures the extended knee with a series
of repeated contours, not unlike Nauman’s neon-template lines; it complements the first
drawing, which resembles instead a skid mark—a scrape or smear. In the two works, the
dimensionality of the object is depicted by the artist, respectively, through value contrast
and the shape of the schematic line; in other words, this bizarre object has been imagined
using two opposing systems of representation.) In various other works—videos,
holograms, and drawings—the artist showed parts of his own body functioning as
medium or object (or “part-object”5). Here too, in a lengthy inscription on the sheet,
Nauman uses neutral language in order to characterize an astonishing image: “both lips
turned out / mouth open / upper lip pushed by right / thumb and lower lip pulled /
down by right forefinger….”
Imprint, cast, template, measure: objects fabricated with techniques of this kind
represent the processes of their own making—the direct, largely mechanical application of
a tool. In this they manage to be both specific and arbitrary. Again, in the context of the
body, language is a related device. In his essay on the uncanny, Sigmund Freud recounts—
speaking of the eerie “double”—a remarkable etymological narrative according to which
the words heimlich and unheimlich (“homely” and “unhomely”) are shown to be antonyms
that, over time, came to signify the same thing: we associate the home with that which is
familiar and, by extension, that which is protected or sequestered—unfamiliar, secret or
hidden away.6 What Freud shows is that the very language of the uncanny can demonstrate
the uncanny at work. Casts and impressions, in turn, also serve to conceal and reveal: they
are at once immediate and estranged. And, with “painting bitten by a man” or “six inches
of my knee extended to six feet,” objectivity is itself estranged: such titles constitute the

plain, disinterested account of an object-process that is imaginable, but only reluctantly so,
and, according to the operations of the psyche, anything but straightforward or banal.
Finally, doubling (the body, through pressure, becoming other) is a form of intensification
that also motivates loss:“I am concerned with a thing’s not being what it was,” Johns said in
1964, “with its becoming something other than what it is, with any moment in which one
identifies a thing precisely and with the slipping away of that moment, with at any
moment seeing or saying and letting it go at that.”7
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